Ride to and from School On An Indian Motocycle

We finance you to purchase one on easy payments if desired—order at once for early delivery. Open Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings.

Geo. N. Holden
108-150 Massachusetts Ave. - Boston, Mass.

Are You Facing
Yesterday or Tomorrow?

The problem of yesterday was Distribution. That of today is Production. Production will continue to be the problem of tomorrow. And fundamental to its solution is the Business of Industrial Building.

As conducted by Aberthaw, this Business has been placed on the same careful, scientific basis of organization, of estimating, planning, and cost accounting that obtains in the most modern of the industries themselves.

The fact enables Aberthaw to offer to its clients high pressure facilities for converting existing promise, the prompt, intelligent, and workmanlike fulfillment of any undertaking, however large.

It has been the policy of the Aberthaw organization to have an invaluable training-ground for the ambitious young engineer capable of winning a good position and human experience into a crow-bar with which to pry open the door of Opportunity.

ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

ATLANTA PHILADELPHIA BUFFALO BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS